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www.airrally.com 

 

GOVERNOR GENERAL’S CUP 
INTERNATIONAL AIR RALLY 

July 16 -July 26 
3265 NM 

The Mackenzie River Challenge 

adventure 

Beyond the Arctic Circle! 
The Mackenzie River is one of the great rivers of the world. Starting at Great Slave 
Lake, it curls north and heads straight to the Arctic Ocean, lying for most of its journey 
along the  foothills of the Mackenzie Mountains. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.airrally.com/
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The journey was a tribute to Alexander Mackenzie 
and his brave companions: 
 
215 YEARS AGO!, near Bella Coola, British 
Columbia, explorer Alexander Mackenzie noted:  
"I now mixed up some vermilion in melted grease 
and described in large characters on the South-
East face of the rock on which we had slept last 
night this brief memorial" 

Alexander Mackenzie 
From Canada 

By Land 
22nd July 1793 

Thus was recorded the first crossing of continental 
North America by a European. 

 

 
“Native guides and French Canadian voyageur canoeists worked with Alexander Mackenzie of the North 
West Company from Lower Canada (Quebec) to what is now known as British Columbia in search of a 
shipping outlet on the Pacific. Together, they completed the journey from Montreal to the western ocean. 
Mackenzie's 1801 book, "Voyages from Montreal..., describes the route from The St. Lawrence River in 
the east to the western ocean. The same route ~ stretching from Quebec City, Quebec to Bella Coola, 
British Columbia ~ has been formally proclaimed by Canada, the six Provinces and the one Territory 

through which it passes as a lasting legacy for all Canadians.” Source: http://www.amvr.org 
 

THE MACKENZIE RIVER CHALLENGE- 
2008 GOVERNOR GENERAL’S CUP JOURNEY 

 

 
 

. 
 

 

http://www.amvr.org/page27.htm
http://www.amvr.org/
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Our journey started July 15 at the Brandon Flying Club,  Brandon (CYBR) 

Manitoba. 

15 out of the 18 planes registered arrived as planned in the afternoon. Three aircraft originating 

from Montreal were held up by bad weather in Ontario. The Pilatus from Switzerland had no 

trouble crossing the Atlantic for the forth year in a row.  Pat and Don, from California were also 

right on time with Bruce, from Colorado, Paul & Bonnie from Minnesota, Robbyn, Bobbie and 

Mark from Ohio. Pilots from  Ontario, Warren, Don, Dave, John  didn’t take a chance and left a 

day earlier. Martin from France arrived just ontime for a check on a rented C-172 and met with 

his pilot buddy Michaëlle from Montreal. Of course, no credit to Peter Fuss’s team from 

Vermont and Dave McCulloch team from Florida as they had no trouble with weather onboard 

respectively a C-Citation and Lear Jet 23. Credit they got however for winning 1st and 2nd place 

fuel consumption award !!! 

 

 

It was a pleasure to see many teams composed of pilots who met in past air rallies.  

Many teams knew each other and were so pleased to have the opportunity to live another 

exciting FLYING brand new adventure together. Didn’t take long for new teams to become 

acquainted with others and have fun together. 

 

After a rally presentation and a casual BBQ in the hangar (we love cozy places) pilots were 

kindly transported by volunteer Flying Club Members to the hotel Canad Inn recommended by 

the Club. 

Brandon Flying Club gave the International Air Rally more than the hospitality and opportunity 

to launch the Air Rally. It provided appreciated support to the Pilot Mentor Program young team: 

Michaëlle & Camil Jr. from Montreal and Martin who flew in from France. Both Michaëlle and 

Martin are young pilots accounting both for a total of 100 flying hours. Brandon Flying Club 

help acquire at low cost a  C-172  filled with the cheapest fuel around !Brandon Flying Club 

knows the value of supporting young pilots  

 Pilots had a chance to visit the British  Commonwealth Air 

Training Plan Museum located At walking distance from the 

Flying Club.  

Manitoba played an important role in aviation: most of the 

training was carried out in the province. 

 The “PLAN” signed in 1939 generated an increase in 

Canadian Air Force enrolment   from 4000 to 250,000 (1943) 

“The Plan was referred to by Winston Churchill as Canada’s greatest contribution to the allied 

victory and referred to by President Roosevelt as the “aerodrome of democracy.” 
www.airmuseum.ca  

WE strongly recommend you make a point to visit Brandon air museum to remember  those 

airmen who trained and served, and  those who died, while serving their country in the air war of 

1939-1945. 

http://www.airmuseum.ca/
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The city of Brandon  is very close to the geographical centre of North America (situated north of 

Rugby, North Dakota). Brandon is the second largest city in Manitoba. Brandon airport is 

located 130 miles west of Winnipeg.  The Runway  is an asphalt runway 150 feet wide, 6,500 

feet long. Brandon Flying Club offers the cheapest fuel in Manitoba! No landing or parking fees, 

great service and fun people like Blake, the “fuel guy” & Yvonne the manager.   
 

 

The challenge begins ! 
 

July 16: BRANDON-THE PAS, 
CYQD  248 NM 
               MANITOBA 
 
Pilots were picked up bright and early 

by BFC volunteers. We were ready for 

the challenge 

3260 NM Northbound all the way to the 

Arctic Circle 

 

Our excitement and impatience were set 

aside when weather briefing showed no 

possibility of taking off for at least a 

couple of hours. there were some pretty good sized thunderstorms all around The Pas Fortunately 

the first destination was only 250 NM away and a window was bound to open. The group 

relaxed, got to know each other, played games of pool, organised a joke contest! and Noon 

arrived very fast. Pizza for every one shouted Camil ! We still have time ! There was no doubt 

we would be leaving…eventually and as always the much awaited LETS GO ! got everybody 

onboard. By 2pm we were on our way It was now or never. 

 

 On the way to the Pas ceilings were low but not critical enough to ground VFR pilots. A lot of 

rain evaporated and formed low scattered layers of clouds. Most of the time we flew 3500' above 

the ground in the sunshine. The Cirrus team of Paul & Bonnie was giving  regular 

position/weather reports to other planes along the way. 

 

Many pilots were anxious to arrive as arrangements had 

been made for fishing at the Pas in one of the three true 

blue lakes in existence .Though it was late in the 

afternoon and a little windy  a group of overexcited 

fishermen got out of their plane and into a boat they went. 

We heard about their fishing stories all the way to Inuvik 

!!! Chadwick, airport manager was extremely busy 

handling overload traffic from Flin Flon due to airport 

closing. Jack Lane, manager of the Kikiwak hotel owned 

by the Opaskwayak Cree Nation  took care of the 

running back and forth  airport to hotel back to airport. 

While pilots fished until very late hours others went to  

enjoy a super Kikiwak style steak  
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!  www.kikiwakinn.net a highly recommended 

place to stay when going to the Pas. The 

quality of the accommodations, the service, the 

friendly personnel and transport back and forth to 
the airport was very much appreciated. 
 
The Pas community is one of the oldest and most 
striking settlements in northern Manitoba. 
Outdoor adventure abounds set to the raw natural 
beauty that attracts visitors from around the 
world. The traditional meeting place between 
Indian trappers and the French and English fur 

traders has grown beyond its longstanding 
resources of trapping and fishing to truly become 
the Gateway to the North - In each of its four 

distinct seasons, The Pas offers unique recreational activities and a variety of cultural attractions such 
as the Trapper’s Festival, Agricultural Fair, and Opasquia Indian days. 
The Pas, where the Northern Lights shine year-round.         

The Pas  is blessed with a great  airport  The Pas/Grace Lake Airport with a 5900 ft asphalted 

runway & also The Pas/Grace Lake Water Aerodrome 
 

Get the feeling here :  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqazBDFYpQs 

 
July 17- FORT MCMURRAY, ALBERTA              CYMM   382 NM 
 
 

                                        

We left The Pas without stress or worries.Typical Canadian 
VFR departure. Clear of clouds  neither did we  encounter 

any weather problem or smoke along the way.  Slowest 
planes stopped for fuel in La Ronge (Saskatchewan) the 
fastest planes flew straight across, non stop to Fort 

McMurray. 
Stretching from north central Alberta to the borders of 

Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories, The 
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo ranks, by area, 
among the largest municipalities in North America. Nestled 
in the boreal forest at the confluence of four rivers, Fort 

McMurray, the largest city in the Municipality, is a vibrant community rich in history and with an 

unlimited potential for the future.  
 
Fort McMurray airport is a very busy airport with a 7500 ft runway 

The teams were scheduled to arrive in Fort 
McMurray at noon latest to be able to meet Mayor 
Melissa Blake who had taken time from her busy 

schedule to come great the teams at the airport. 
The reception was outstanding. Mayor Blake gave a 
very nice speech to welcome pilots to Fort 
McMurray. A group of children had prepared 
welcome banners, and a song to celebrate our 

venue! A table full of fruits and a variety of foods 
and refreshment drinks was set  in the  Syncrude 
company jet hangar. Syncrude  operates a large oil 
sand mine, utilities plant, bitumen extraction plant and  
processes bitumen and produces value-added light, sweet 
crude oil for domestic consumption and export. 

www.syncrude.ca. Syncrude jets were stationed 

always ready to take corporate people to Calgary. 
 A bag full of presents was handed to each and every pilot.  We were already too spoiled ! A tourist 
bus with two beautiful ladies on board was patiently waiting to take us all for a tour of Fort McMurray 
museum. We learned everything about the process of Oil substration from sand and more… 

http://www.kikiwakinn.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pas/Grace_Lake_Airport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pas/Grace_Lake_Water_Aerodrome
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqazBDFYpQs
http://www.syncrude.ca/
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The Town of Fort Mcmurray is inhabited by young people coming to earn LOTS OF MONEY. The 
average age in the Town is 35! it is an incredibly vibrant, busy and bustling place which continues to 
welcome visitors and tourists with enthusiasm. Professionals are needed (doctors, dentists, 
accountants, etc….) Contractors of all trades are in high demand to help with the overgrowing needs 

for lodging and infrastructures of all sorts. 
 

After the visit the bus left us at the Radisson hotel the 
place we had chosen to stay and the place where a 
fancy supper and reception was organised and offered 
by our hosts the Municipality of Wood Buffalo. Mayor 
Brown accompanied us for diner and spoke with great 

enthusiasm about her great Town and people. The 

organisation of our visit was the work of Lonnie 

Pilgrim who did a wonderful job in coordinating all 

activities with great professionalism 
 
 “We are proud to be able to showcase our 

Region  www.fortmcmurraytourism.com» 
 
 

 

 

July 18 - HAY RIVER – NWT    CYHY    288 NM 
                            

Great weather on this third day of the rally 

Leaving Fort Mcmurray we flew over the Oil sands.  On the 

way to Hay River, the planes flew across the Wood 

Buffalo National Park looking down ready to shoot pictures 
of buffalos 
http://www.pc.gc.ca/pn-p/nt/woodbuffalo/natcul/index_E.asp 

Wood Buffalo National Park was established in 1922 to 
protect the habitat of a small herd of wood bison whose 

declining population had dropped from an estimated 40 
million in 1830 to less than 1000 by 1900. Today, the 44 
807 square kilometres of northern boreal interior plains 

landscape, located in the extreme north of Alberta and 
overlapping into the Northwest Territories, encompasses 
not only the largest free- roaming and self-regulated bison 
herd in the world but the world’s only natural nesting site of 

the whooping crane. 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 

Now a UNESCO World Heritage Site, as well as 

Canada’s largest park, it has the longest-
standing tradition of native subsistence used by 
the people who continue to live, hunt, trap and 

fish within the park’s boundaries. Wood Buffalo 
National Park protects representative examples 
of the northern boreal plains, southern boreal 
plains and north western boreal uplands 
 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v9Z2QmvTnc  
 
 

 

http://www.fortmcmurraytourism.com/
http://www.pc.gc.ca/pn-p/nt/woodbuffalo/natcul/index_E.asp
http://canadianparks.com/alberta/woodbufnp/page2.html
http://canadianparks.com/alberta/woodbufnp/page3.html
http://canadianparks.com/alberta/woodbufnp/page4.html
http://canadianparks.com/alberta/woodbufnp/page4.html#people
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v9Z2QmvTnc
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At the North West tip of Wood Buffalo Park and sitting on the beautiful Great Slave Lake is the 

City of Hay River. Great Slave Lake, 28 568 km2, elevation 156m, fifth-largest lake in North 

America, tenth in the world, located in south central NWT where the Mackenzie River begins. 

http://www.hayriver.com. Slowest planes stopped in Fort Smith 

Blue skies, blue water, naturally beautiful and 

peaceful scenery unfolding as we moved towards 

hay River. 

We landed on the 6000 FT asphalted runway. As we  

parked our planes Kelly O'Connor, Airport Manager 

& Tracy Therrien  our friendly coordinators 

accompanied by  local volunteers greeted the pilots 

and assigned each team to a Hayriverite welcome 

comity volunteer for a tour of the town and 

surrounding.  Jack’, our friendly driver and guide had 

prepared a cooler full of drinks and homemade 

cookies..Yummy !  the tour included the  Hay River's golf course, a nine-hole course,the only grass course 

North of 60,!  pride of hayriverites with its imposant rustic log  main building designed  by a Scandinavian 

architect. The Golf course becomes the Hay River Cross Country Ski Club in winter  Well-

groomed, lighted trails allow skiers to indulge their sport 24 hours a day if they so desire.  
Some of us were invited to a homemade lunch at their guides cabins enjoying homemade sourdough focaccia bread 
...and more !  Of course the water falls grab the attention of all especially Alexandria impressive Falls so powefull with 

a beautiful amber colour.  

Pilots were overwhelmed by the reception : What a great idea Tracy ! being met and escorted by the 
locals was the best way to experience a total integration and feel what it is like to live in Hay River :  

friendly and casual and safe atmosphere ! and over 70 

Fahrenheit temperature ! We loved it all ! you guys 
seem to have so much fun up there winter or summer, 
no matter what temperature life seems so relaxed and 
easy in Hay River ! 

“In Hay River, we extend a hearty, North of 60, 
welcome! To all visitors. 
Whether you're here to boat, fish, experience the 
wilderness, visit friends and relatives or just stopping on 
your way to more distant northern points, we hope you 

will take the time to visit our vibrant business core as 
well as our parks, wooded walking trails and lovely 
beaches. You'll find the business people of Hay River 
willing and eager both to serve and help you; you'll also 
find a diverse and thorough selection of goods and 

services available - from auto parts and fishing tackle to great food and beautiful souvenirs. We know 

you will find Hay Riverites friendly and welcoming. We truly hope you will enjoy your time in our 

community and that you'll leave with happy and pleasant memories, and that you'll come back again 
and again!  

 

Thank you Kelly, Tracy, and of course Mr. __________ Mayor  who shared for making it so enjoyable for us ! We will 

definitely be back for more on the 23rd ! Keep supper warm ! 

 

http://www.hayriver.com/main2.htm
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http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=rvBNXxCIANg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 July 19 –NORMAN WELLS – NWT  
                CYHY-CYFS-CYWY-CZFN-CYVQ     427 NM 
                            Fort Simpson 100ll-jA-Wrigley-Tulita 
 
 

We will fly over the beautiful   Mackenzie 
River to reach Norman Wells. The Great 

Bear Lake is only few miles away. This lake 
is the eighth-largest lake in the world, 
fourth in North America and the largest 
lying entirely within Canada.  
It is inhabited by monstrous fish! And one 
of the top sportsfishing places in the world. 
www.normanwells.com/visit   
Norman Wells is the fourth largest, single 
oil deposit in Canada. John Mackenzie found 
the first traces of oil during his travels down 
the River, and an oil bearing formation was 

found in 1911. By 1937 oil exploration in the 
area was well established by Imperial Oil Ltd., 

which constructed an aviation fuel refinery in 

1937. Between 1942 and 1944 the Canol 
Project, which intended to supply fuel for the 
American war effort in the Pacific, built a 
pipeline between Norman Wells and 
Whitehorse, as well as a series of airstrips and 

winter roads between Fort Simpson and 
Norman Wells. 
 

The people of Norman Wells will be 

welcoming us and will treat us all to a great 

Norman Wells style barbeque.   

5997’ asphalt runway 

 
 

Glen Guthrie & Mr. Wright, president and David James,Operations 

Manager,North-Wright Airways Ltd are welcoming the group, 

transport and Norman Wells style BBQ  

www.north-wrightairways.com 

Darryl, manager, Heritage Hotel, has made sure to accommodate 

every one as per needs. www.heritagehotelnwt.com  

  

http://www.normanwells.com/visit
http://www.north-wrightairways.com/
http://www.heritagehotelnwt.com/
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July 20- INUVIK –(Mike Zubko) NWT- Inuvik means : The place of Man 
              CYVQ - CYGH - CYEV   240 NM 
                            Fort Good Hope (0 fuel) 

 
Land of the Midnight Sun and Gateway to the Beaufort-Delta. 
          Beyond the Arctic Circle ! 

Celebrate Inuvik 50th 

Anniversary 
Following the Mackenzie River all the way to Inuvik 

we reach the end of the road !  
Inuvik is located a few miles from the Mackenzie 
Delta - Canada's largest fresh water delta, close to 
the Arctic Ocean, with a spectacular view of the 
Richardson Mountains. Inuvik is nested between the 
treeless tundra and the northern boreal forest, and 
overlooks the incredible maze of lakes and streams of 

the Delta.  

 

6000 ft. asphalt runway 
 

Whether you are looking for northern arts and culture, remote rivers and wilderness, a chance to see 

arctic wildlife, or just a place to relax and enjoy the midnight sun – Inuvik is your destination. Inuvik 
has a lot to offer and is also the gateway to other northern communities and adventures 

http://www.inuvik.ca/tourism/index.html 

Inuvik people are very touched by our initiative to join them in the celebrations of their 50th 

anniversary. You will share these joy full moments with them. 

Workers mining barges have been made available to our group. These provide very comfortable 

accommodations.  
Inuvik : End of the road 

http://www.inuvik.ca/tourism/index.html
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July 21-22 INUVIK -NWT 
INUVIK-AKLAVIK-TUKTOYAKTUK 
 CYEV-CYKD-CYUB 

We will  enjoy exploring the Mackenzie River Delta: 

We will explore the region and  the 45 000 lakes making the 
Mackenzie Delta and also visit the  community of Aklavik – 
Place of the Barren Land Grizzly Bear   Land of the Gwich’in  

people, on the Peel Channel of the Mackenzie Delta, 
approximately 100 kilometres south of the Beaufort Sea.  

  

 
Located on the 

shores of the Arctic Ocean, at the uppermost edge of 
Canada, Tuktoyaktuk, or just Tuk as it is more commonly 
known, is a small Inuvialuit community and a unique travel 

destination.  From dogsleds, to the Midnight Sun, Northern 
Lights and pingos, Tuk has much to offer the adventure 
tourist. 150 kilometres north of Inuvik, Tuk is accessible by 
plane or ice-road and is well worth the extra travel time.  
Whether visiting in the summer or winter, Tuk will offer 
travellers an adventure of a lifetime.  

Between 1890 and 1910, American whalers brought influenza 

and decimated the local population. Many Alaskan Inuit 

moved to the area and settled. A large movement of people 

from Herschel Island to Tuktoyaktuk in 1928 coincided with 
the construction of the Hudson’s Bay Company post. During 
the 1970's rising oil prices, and the advent of the National Energy Program, encouraged significant 
investment in the Beaufort and Mackenzie Delta. During some years, annual investment in the region 
exceeded $1 billion. While significant deposits were found, the elimination of the National Energy 
Program and falling prices witnessed the end of extensive exploration in the region by the mid-1980's. 

Sunday 20 

2008 Governor General's Cup -Mackenzie River Challenge Air Rally 
- Service in the Park 
- Fish fry 
- Traditional Friendly Competitions 

- Great Northern Arts Festival Closing Ceremonies 
- 50 Prizes for 50 years  
- 50th Anniversary Closing Ceremonies 
Monday, July 21, 2008 
- Pancake Breakfast 
Tuesday July 22 
 2008 Governor General's cup - Mackenzie River Challenge Air Rally activities 
  

Meet Mayor Lindsay and Colin MacGillivary who worked hard to make 

our visit possible and most enjoyable. 
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Sleep by the Mackenzie Delta:  waterfront Floating accommodations 

especially set up for you or at the MACKENZIE HOTEL (XTRA) (Must 

be reserved through Catherine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
July 21-22 -INUVIK-NOME, ALASKA 
CYEV-OME-CYEV  1580 NM  http://www.airnav.com/airport/PAOM 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nome_Airport  

The fastest planes, 
Learjet 23, , 
Cessna Citation, 
Pilatus and 
possibly an 
Eclipse will fly to 
Nome, Alaska OME 

Inuvik is a 
convenient gateway 
to Alaska. The low 
elevation will allow 
planes to fly low 
and enjoy the 
scenery. The City of 

Nome Alaska has a 
major airport and 
custom clearance 
and is only a few 

nautical miles from 
the Coast of Russia. 

The route to Nome, following the Yukon River valley, is a unique opportunity to enjoy the most 
beautiful North American landscape from NWT through Yukon into  Alaska. Nome is located on the south 

coast of the Seward Peninsula facing Norton Sound, part of the Bering Sea.. http://www.nomealaska.org/ 

July 23- HAY RIVER-NWT   
               CYEV-CYGH-CYVQ-CYFS-CYHY  665 NM  
                                          Refuelling point :Norman Wells & Fort Simpson 100ll-JA 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

On the way back from Inuvik and if weather 
permits, we  will fly over the Nahanni National 
Park. A key feature of the park is the Naha Dehé 

(South Nahanni River). Nahanni National Park 

http://www.airnav.com/airport/PAOM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nome_Airport
http://www.nomealaska.org/
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Reserve is an outstanding example of northern wilderness, rivers, canyons, gorges and alpine tundra      
Photos courtesy of Simpson Air, . 
  
There has been a change of plans as Fort Simpson has rejected all support to our group. Some planes 
will stop for fuel,  others will go to next destination. It is with great pleasure that we will return to the 

place we will call home: Hay River . Late supper, a couple of drinks and a good night sleep.Sleep in 

late, enjoy a good breakfast, the next leg is a short one !                                                              

 

 

July 24 – FORT CHIPEWYAN IS ALBERTA’S OLDEST SETTLED COMMUNITY 

           CYHY-CYSM-CYPY   203 NM 
                        Fort Smith (123.3 NM) 100ll JA (STOP for fuel as there is NO fuel in Fort Chipewyan 

 5000 asphalt runway 

200 years of rich history has created a 
destination that has enticed explorers, fur traders 

and adventure enthusiasts since the 18th 
century. 
Located on the northwest tip of Lake Athabasca, 
one of western Canada's largest lakes, Fort 
Chipewyan is nestled in some of this country's 
most spectacular natural beauty and wildlife 
reserves. The quite beauty and remote location 

create the impression of stepping back in time. A 
quality treasured by both residents and visitors 
alike. 
 
Steeped 

in history, this region is a living testament to the people who 

live there. The region is stamped with their time-honoured 
traditions, their natural and authentic way of life, and their 
love for the land and water. Only a 40 minute flight from Fort 
McMurray, your Fort Chipewyan getaway is the ideal "leave 
your worries behind" retreat. 

The Bicentennial Museum is a replica of the Hudson’s Bay 
Store. Opened by the Fort Chipewyan Historical Society in 
1990, it was built to commemorate Fort Chipewyan’s 200th 
birthday in 1988. The museum’s displays and exhibits depict Fort Chipewyan’s past. Along with a 

growing collection of artefacts, the museum houses an archive for papers, photos and slides and a 
small reference library. The museum operates cultural classes and participates in community events. 
Fort Chipewyan is the oldest continuously inhabited settlement in the Province of Alberta.  

The people of Fort Chipewyan will greet you at the airport and invite you to join a community supper. Canoe and 
other activities including traditional games are being organised for you to enjoy.  It is a great privilege to be hosted by 

the Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation Communities. 

Oliver Glanfield Chairperson Fort Chipewyan Historical Society made 

it all happen! Dana Wylie of Kewatinok Community Services is our 

coordinator in charge of the entire organisation. 

http://www.fortmcmurraytourism.com/
http://www.fortmcmurraytourism.com/
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Some of the group has been checked into the beautiful lodge by the lake; 

others in a brand new B&B House, some participants will live a different type of 

experience as they will be accommodated in the community. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              

July 25- LYNN LAKE,  MANITOBA  

                CYPY-CYNL- CYYL 340 NM              
                                 Point North Landing MUST refuel 100ll JA                                   

              5000ft asphalt runway 
Lynn Lake is Manitoba’s sport fishing capital 
For those who consistently enjoy non-stop fishing action in a pristine 
and secluded setting, you want a very real chance at hooking a fish 

of a lifetime.. Lynn Lake fishing experience is unlike what many 

anglers have experienced before?  
Let's be honest.  To enjoy truly spectacular fishing, you have to go to 
the end of the road.  Lynn Lake is located at the end of the road - 
literally in Manitoba. Pure, isolated, and non-stop are some of the 
more frequently used words that anglers use to describe their 
experience while planning their trip for next year. 
Catching trophy northern pike (also known as jackfish), walleye (also 

known as pickeral), and trout (lake trout, rainbow trout, brown trout 
and brook (speckled trout) all in the same day, is possible!  Stop with 
the pretenders and go where there are real fishing opportunities.  
Take it from Bob Izumi - the fishing here is incredible! 
So guess what? WE are going fishing! The town of Lynn Lake 
is putting out a celebration supper to honour  the best 

fishermen of our group.. Don’t worry others will also get to 

eat ! 
 

Helen Gibson, a very efficient and dynamic person got everything 

organised for us in a matter of one week ! She will get us out there 

fishing for the big !!!! Don’t miss this opportunity. 
 

July 26- THE FINALS- RED LAKE-ONTARIO     

   CYYL-CYLR-CYTH-CYNE-CYRL   435 NM    Norseman Capital of the World !  
                     Leaf Rapids-Thompson 100ll JA & Norway house 100ll 

 
Red Lake is proud to be known as the 
Norseman Capital of the World. The 
title shows respect for the Noorduyn 

Norseman, the "Original Canadian 
Bushplane". This vintage aircraft was 
the first one designed for flying in 

Canada's north and included many 
"firsts" in airplane design 
www.red-lake.com 
www.norsemanfestival.on.ca 
 

 

http://www.red-lake.com/
http://www.norsemanfestival.on.ca/
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The Red Lake and 

Ear Falls area offers 
some of the best 
wilderness 
experiences found 
anywhere!  If it is 
fishing you are 

looking for, you've 
come to the right place: walleye, northern pike, lake trout, muskie, yellow perch, and small-mouth 
bass abound.  If hunting is your sport, look no further: moose, deer, bear, small game, birds, and 
waterfowl are in abundance, not to mention the multitude of other activities offered in the area: 
canoeing & kayaking, golfing, water sports, hiking, and winter sports, just to name a 
few. http://www.visitredlakeregion.com/article/tourism-114.asp  

Red Lake will celebrate with us the finals of  this unique challenge. Michele Alderton 

Director/Curator Red Lake Regional Heritage Centre will host the evening reception and closing 
ceremonies at  the museum. Red Lake has a very rich bush flying history, and the Heritage Centre has 

a wealth of archival material documenting it. The following link will take you to the aviation database, 
which features close to 900 records. http://www.red-lake.com/museum/collection/search.php4.   Liz 
Ward Red Lake Touring Region has worked hard in getting us organized. Considering that our finals 
coincide with the very popular yearly event: NORSEMAN FLOATPLANE FESTIVAL, it was for Liz a major 
undertaking getting all of us in hotels and providing transportation back and forth while taking care of 
other event matters.  
  

Camil Dumont, president, Aviation Connection will present the trophy to the winners in presence of 
Red lake Town officials. We will join hundreds of pilots from different parts of Canada and USA 
Saturday and Sunday, enjoying the world renowned Norseman Festival. Brandon Flying Club 
members will join us for the occasion 
 
Again, for the 8th consecutive year, we will return home filled with incredible and wonderful memories 

looking forward to the Governor General's Cup - 100 years of aviation cross Canada Air Rally. 

 
We would like to thank all the people who have made this event possible and a sure 
success. They are now official partners of the International Air Rally and strong aviation 
supporters. They will be represented as such in every communications, articles and 
representations made through this event at the National and International level. 

Aviation Connection Pilot Mentor Program will materialize no later than next year as we expect 
many Pilot Mentors to come forward and take onboard young pilots across Canada during the 100 

years of aviation cross Canada Air Rally. The Governor General’s Cup Mackenzie River 
Challenge has been the first fund raising activity for Aviation Connection. Collected funds are used to 
promote the program across Canada and support a number of young participants and Mentors. Thanks 
to our sponsors and to the participants who have contributed all registration fees. Also this year will see 
our first student/instructor team. Student will undertake the first intensive Flying course returning home 

with a years worth of instruction and will be only a couple of weeks away from obtaining his license. 

For your information, Bruce McAllister from Boulder Colorado will be with us. Bruce is a writer of 
many Northern aviation history books such as Wings above the Arctic, Roundup press, which I 

have truly enjoyed. I highly recommend it for its historical records and incredible pictures. He will 
share his knowledge about the great North with us during the journey and contribute to the redaction 
of the articles to be published in different magazines. 
Wings above the Arctic “A photographic History of Arctic Aviation”  www.wingsalcan.com  

http://www.visitredlakeregion.com/article/tourism-114.asp
http://www.red-lake.com/museum/collection/search.php4
http://www.wingsalcan.com/
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Also with us this year for the first but not the 
last, Dave McCulloch: Canadian. 9,000 hours of 

private flying, rated in several fighter jets plus 
business jets , Set around the world speed 

record Westbound in 1986 in a C414, several 
other  records like  first Formation flight over the 
North pole etc, Flown my own planes to over 84 
countries and several different trips over to 
Europe in different types of planes , Motto !" 

Spend Money Fly for Fun" Dave will keep us 
entertained with many exciting stories. Dave will 
help us coordinate the first Round the world Air 
Rally in 2010! 
 
 

 

We must not forget to mention the return of 

Aurel Dan, Simone and Cesar, onboard their 

Pilatus PC12, crossing the Atlantic to be with us 

for the FOURTH time in a row. 

 Also with us again this year, Pat and Don 

Eisenberg all the way from California onboard 

their new Cessna 210M and Mark, Robyn and 

Bobby! the Mechanic ! when you meet Bobby 

you never forget him ! One of the best 

mechanics in North America! 

     

Teleinvest Team (Aurel Dan-Guy Meyrieu)  
 Winners of the 2005 Diamond challenge & the       
  2006 Arctic Challenge 
 

Thank you for your patience! You can be assured that, as every year, you will experience a FLYING 

adventure never experienced before, filled with stories, culture, camaraderie shared with the PEOPLE 
in every destination.  

his event is presented by a non for profit organisation see                                
www.aviationconnection.org.  

 

The adventure is at your door… Start Packing!!!! 

Camil Dumont 

President 

Aviation connection             For information, please  contact  

                                                                             the  organiser : Catherine Tobenas 
         450-969-2247- ctobenas@airrally.com 

 

 

 

http://www.aviationconnection.org/
mailto:ctobenas@airrally.com
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